
ACS-200
smart integration hub

Easy intergration 
into new or 

existing systems

Compatible with 
most software 
environments

1. 2. 3.

Multipoint locking 
capability 

Plug and Play 
hardware

Dedicated inputs & 
outputs for sensors, 

LED, alarms etc

Single point of 
control for multiple 

locks (up to 10)

Multiple units can be 
networked together

Built in customisable 
hold, interlock and 

alarm functions

Door and/or 
latch monitoring 

capabilities

USB and/or Ethernet 
Connectivity

Time, cost and 
space saving 

installation

Simple 
communication and 
command structure
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The ACS-200 is a smart integration hub which allows the user to operate 
up to 10 locks simultaneously from a single point of control. 10 dedicated 
input and output ports each creates endless possibilities for interacting with 
the ambient, physical environment through external devices, such as lights, 
sensors, buzzers or alarms etc. If control of more than 10 locks is required, 
multiple hubs can be networked together to expand the system. 

The ACS-200 was designed with integration in mind and is compatible with 
a variety of programming languages and operating systems, allowing easy, 
simple development of new software or interfacing with existing systems. 
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ACS-200
smart integration hub

Multipoint locking capability - Locks 
can be controlled individually, in 

groups or in sequence

1. 2. 3.

Plug and Play hardware - Minimal 
set up and installation required, 

works out of the box

Input & output ports - Interact with 
the physical, ambient environment 

using LED’s sensors, buzzers etc

Single point of control - Streamline 
control and monitoring of multiple 

locks (up to 10) from one place

Network capability - Multiple hubs 
can be networked together for 

unified control

Monitoring capabilities - Capable 
of monitoring the door, the latch, or 

both

USB and/or Ethernet Connectivity - 
Choose between RJ45 or Micro USB 

connection ports, or use both

Built in functions - customisable 
hold and interlocking functions

Built in alarms - customisable door 
open and intrusion alarms



ACS-200
smart integration hub
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The Series 100 is a motorised rotary latch with a high-strength, tamper-resistant mechanism, providing 
strength and environmental resilience.

Series 400 is available with a rotary latch and slam latch, enabling access control even in cabinets 
with limited space.

Coming Soon

Series 400

Series 100

Locks
Our range of smart locks deliver a reliable, keyless solution to access management, security and integration. 

Series 200 Series 300

Easy-to-install. Universal fitting options
Two part, detachable lock and actuator
Trigger latch remotely via Bowden cable
Lock and optional door monitoring
Choice of rotary latch or slam latch
Integrates with access control systems

Two symmetrical stainless steel jaws
Lock status monitoring for added security
Will work in extreme temperatures
Low operating current 
Integrates with existing control systems
Fitted with a mechanical override
Rigorous in-house testing has proven the latch can withstand over 7,000N of 
force and 300N of pre-load

The Series 200 and 300 are compact locks with a choice of deadbolt or slam latch, both with 13mm bolt throw, built in door 
monitoring and lock status.

13mm bolt throw
Monitoring outputs for door and 
bolt status
Sprung or motor bolt throw option
Mechanical override
80mm x 60mm x 23mm lock case

Slam latch
13mm latch throw
Monitoring outputs for door and 
latch status
Mechanical override
80mm x 60mm x 23mm lock case


